 Sometimes you need more than simple everyday tips.
Being diagnosed with macular degeneration can be distressing and worrying
but, with the right information and support, people can cope very well. There
are many services offering advice and they are there to be used.
‘In Touch’ is a BBC Radio 4 programme (Tuesday at 8.40pm). It features items
on many aspects of dealing with sight loss including benefits, new treatments
and special events.
Some eye clinics have an Eye Clinic Liaison Officer (ECLO) or similar role who
can give information about MD or help you identify support services to suit
you.
It is a good idea to have a low vision assessment. You can be referred by
your consultant, optician, ECLO or GP.
Sensory Service teams are part of your local council’s Adult Services. They
specialise in helping people with sight and/ or hearing loss to remain
independent and safe.
Local Sight Loss Societies and Resource Centres .Many areas have local
societies that offer help and advice to people with sight loss.
 The Partially Sighted Society has information and products to help with
daily living. Contact 0844 477 4966
 AbilityNet runs computer training courses for people with a visual
impairment. Contact 0800 269 545 or www.abilitynet.org.uk or
enquiries@abilitynet. org.uk
 MD does not automatically mean drivers have to stop driving but it is
vital to consider how safe you feel and start to plan how you would
manage without your car.

 People with MD often find everyday things take longer to do which
is frustrating but by learning new skills and habits, normal life is possible just different. The Macular Society or The Partial Sight Society can
provide support and advice but here are a few simple things to consider.

…..... …..... …..... ….....
At home improving background lighting, installing good task lighting,
reducing background glare, and using contrasting colours can make a big
difference.
 Lighting should be bright and even, avoiding reflections. Good task
lighting will allow best use of remaining vision. Use adjustable, cool to the
touch task lighting for reading and close-up tasks. Daylight bulbs can be
helpful.
 A person with normal sight needs twice as much light at 65 as they did
when they were 21: a person with AMD will need even more. Control
glare and keep general lighting levels bright and even.
 Plain, pale decor reflects light into the room and avoids distractions
allowing stronger contrasting colours to be used to differentiate specific
areas or items. Bright and contrasting colours can help differentiate
between objects. e.g. window and door frames should be a different
colour from the walls.
 Wrapping brightly coloured tape around the handles of utensils and tools
will make them easier and safer to find also consider having contrasting
coloured non-slip mats on work surfaces.
 Different coloured chopping boards or plates can be useful for different
food preparation and using contrasting crockery with tablecloths will
make mealtimes easier. Imagine mashed potato, steamed cauliflower and
roast chicken served on white plates, with white placemats on a white
tablecloth– nightmare (coloured patterns just increase the confusion)!

Some vision aids can be adapted from everyday items that are available
from most local Hardware or Stationery stores, and with ingenuity won’t cost
much whilst specific low vision aids (LVA’s) are available to buy or on loan.
 Books, newspapers and magazines are available in large print or audio
formats.

 When writing using a thick black felt tip pen, writing in bigger
letters, or writing on yellow paper (such as legal pads) can make
writing easier to read. A writing frame can help keep lines of writing
straight and a signature guide helps when signing documents.











Raised coloured stickers can be used to mark the most used setting on
appliances like the oven, washing machine or the buttons on the radio and even to make it easier to find a keyhole in the dark. They can be used
to mark the central ‘5’ on a telephone keypad so you can navigate to
other numbers (many TV remotes have this as a standard feature, larger
bump-on stickers are widely available from organisations such as RNIB or
the Partially Sighted Society.)
Simple but sturdy reading stands can make it easier to position books at
an angle where they can be read using a lamp with a natural daylight bulb
with or without a magnifiers.
Clocks, watches and mobile phones with large numbers are easy to buy.
Microwaves, watches, scales, timers can be bought which have a
‘talking’ option others like bath temperature alerts have an audible alert.
A liquid level indicator can be useful when pouring drinks or putting cups
on a tray to avoid spills. Similar shaped bottles which are often kept next
to each other (such as shampoo and conditioner) can be differentiated by
putting an elastic band round one of them.
A clothes peg will to keep shoes in pairs.

Technology can be helpful when vision fails but learning new skills when
you can’t see what you are doing is difficult so it is a good idea to start
practising with different ways of coping before vision becomes too
compromised.
 Hi-tech equipment such as e-readers, smart phones, ipads, computers
and closed circuit television readers can help with reading, and managing
written work, accessing information and keeping in touch with friends
and family. Large keyboards and audio software are available to help
make the most of computers.
 A pocket dictation machine by the telephone can be used to record
messages, or use a smart phone!
 Adapting the way you watch TV or upgrading your set might improve
your viewing.
Outside the house people with MD often worry that they will accidentally
walk past friends without recognising them, perhaps upsetting them. Letting
people know will help avoid misunderstandings.
There are ways to tell when it’s safe to cross the road at a pedestrian
crossing. Some crossings make a bleeping noise, others have a small coneshaped bump under the control button box that spins when it’s safe to cross,
and still others have a vibrating plate under the control box. So get to know
your crossings!
 If venturing out some people may prefer to carry a ‘symbol cane’. This is
a short white stick which indicates the holder has a visual impairment.
They fold up so do not have to be carried prominently all the time but can
be useful in situations where assistance might be needed such as in a
shop or at a bus stop.

